1 Use the words in the box to label the picture.

The nose can smell.
Ears hear sounds.
Skin can touch and feel.
Eyes see what is happening.
The tongue can taste.
Whiskers can touch and feel.

1 Skin can touch and feel.
2 ______________________
3 ______________________
4 ______________________
5 ______________________
6 ______________________

2 Match the word with the correct definition.

1 breed  d  a a predator hunts and eats these animals
2 echo ___ b the partner an animal has babies with
3 prey ___ c this group of animals lives together
4 herd ___ d to have babies
5 mate ___ e this tool helps you find your way
6 compass ___ f this sound repeats when it hits an object
Read the sentences and write T (true) or F (false).
1. Senses help animals to find food and to stay safe. T
2. Birds sing to find a mate. ___
3. A snail’s ears are on the end of its tentacles. ___
4. An owl has very good sight and can hunt at night. ___
5. Animals use their hearing to protect their young. ___
6. Cheetahs mark their hunting grounds with their whiskers. ___

Choose a, b or c to complete the sentences.
1. Sense organs work with an animal’s a.
   a brain       b compass       c herd
2. When a mouse hears a twig snap, ___ travels to its brain.
   a smells      b information    c sight
3. A hare can turn its ears in different directions. It uses its hearing to stay ___.
   a in danger    b on the ground c safe
4. Bats squeak as they fly at night. They hear the ___ of the squeak.
   a echo        b sound         c call
5. A butterfly’s taste organs are on its ___.
   a nose        b urine         c feet
6. Snakes have forked ___. They taste the air. This tells them if prey is near.
   a tentacles   b tongues       c fingers
## Exercises

### 5 Complete the sentences with the correct word: when or because.

1. Frogs can catch flies **because** they can see them.
2. Deer run away **when** they hear danger.
3. This bird is singing **when** it wants to attract a female.
4. **When** an elephant sees a lion, it calls to warn the herd.
5. Other animals keep away **because** they smell the cheetah’s urine.
6. Sea lions can find things at the bottom of the sea **when** they have good sight and hearing.

### 6 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How</th>
<th>at</th>
<th>can</th>
<th><strong>on</strong></th>
<th>to</th>
<th>if</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. The zebra’s eyes are **on** the side of its head.
2. An owl can hunt **at** night.
3. The snake tells **if** prey is near by using its tongue.
4. Sharks **can** smell a drop of blood from far away.
5. Raccoons use their long fingers **to** catch fish.
6. **How** do turtles find their way?